
 

“A room should never allow the eye to settle in one place. It should smile at you and create fantasy” 
Juan Montoya 



 

 

Bring the Midcentury Modern touch to your home 

 

Inspired in the midcentury modern style, Essential Home has accomplished its first year with the 

release of seven new products that will make your home travel in time with class and refinement.  

To increase the upholstery collection there are two new products: Ellen armchair – a comfortable way 

to relax, Ellen’s sculptural back and elegant curves create a chic retro look in any interior project; and 

the Florence stool – the epitome of midcentury modern design. In trendy pastel colors always with a 

golden touch that will make you drop to your knees. With these two comfortable seats you will have 

problems to get your visits out of the room. 

Casegoods collection also had an increase of products with three new sideboards: Anthony, Edith and 

Claire, and a bar table: Janis. A truly midcentury inspired piece is the Anthony sideboard, a mix of 

wood and brass with a marble top that gives it the final elegance touch. A piece that makes a statement 

in any room you place it. Edith sideboard will give to your room a female touch. A grey textured marble 

top stands out for its high-end look, while pink and gold contrast with each other, flowing through the 

structure of the sideboard.  

Claire sideboard has a sober polished stainless steel casing and elegant bird's eye wood leafed 

drawers. The retro doorknobs are the perfect detail for this unique piece of furniture. A clean and light 

aesthetic like no other. Inspired in a stylish NYC lounge bar, Janis bar table is the perfect detail on a 

vintage cocktail party with a beautiful marble top and base, and a golden eye-catching support. 

The final touch for any room will be given by the new Diamond mirror. This product comes in two 

different versions: big and small. Inspired by asymmetrical and dazzling shapes of a Diamond rock, this 

mirror is the ultimate combination of geometry and design. The use of gold enhances the luxurious 

element within this object resulting in a sophisticated yet, dynamic piece that stands out in any 

ambiance. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

You can download high resolution photos in our website’s Press Area. 

Hope to her from you soon! 

 

 

ABOUT ESSENTIAL HOME 

Essential Home is the epitome of bohemian retro design. It’s midcentury modern lines merge 

important historical references from the 30’s to the late 60’s, with contemporary influences.  

From our designer, to our marketers and sales manager, together we want to assume our mission: to 

give you an endless experience of the 40’s, 50’s and the 60’s with a reliable costumer service to boost. 

Design. Innovation. Inspiration. These words are with us in everything we do. 

 

 

For more information about Essential Home and our products, please contact: 

CARLOS ALMEIDA | Press Relations Manager 

Email: calmeida@essentialhome.eu 

Skype: calmeida.eh 
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